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Cleaning Has Never Been Easier!
From EJ

I don’t often put my name behind a 
product but I absolutely love this 

little tool. I don’t get anything from 
these guys nor do they even know I’m 
telling you about them but you ab-
solutely will have to have this tool in 
your toolbox if you’re an AR shooter. 
For so long in the military and even 
in the civilian world I have had trou-
ble cleaning my AR bolt. I have used 
dental picks, flat head screwdrivers, 
even a dremmel tool but nothing 

comes close to cleaning my bolt like the Combat Applications Tools, Inc C.A.T. M-4. The CAT M-4 tool was de-
signed to simplify weapons maintenance in the field, or at the range, for Soldiers and serious M4 and AR-15 shoot-
ers from all backgrounds. This tool allows the operator to clean the weapon and restore the bolt and carrier group 
to tactical tolerance in a matter of minutes. In the field, with gloved hands, and in low light conditions if necessary.

Insert the throat 
of the bolt head 
into the long 
opening at the 
end of the tool 
and turn…
that’s it! All the 
carbon just falls 
off. I love this 

thing so much I have cleaned all my AR’s and am asking 
my friends to let me run this thing on their bolts. After 
14yrs in the Army I am sitting here thinking “Where 
the heck was this thing when I was in?”

The crosshair 
opening in the 
middle of the 
tool can scrape 
the firing pin 
clean.

The flat end can be 
used to scrape the 
inside of the carrier 
group where the bolt 
fits. Then put a clean-
ing patch around that 
end and wipe the in-
side of the carrier 
group clean.

The hex open-
ing in the mid-
dle can ac-
commodate a 
screwdriver bit 
if you need to 
do some oth-
er fixing in the 
field too.

It has four features:

Bolt Throat scraper

Firing Pin Scraper

Screwdriver Bit
Holder/Handle

Carrier Group Scraper1.

3.

4.

2.

I had to get several of these for my different range bags and my work bench. I tied some 550 cord to it to
allow me to clip it to my range bag because cool tools like this tend to walk off at the range! You can get it on
Amazon.com or at their website www.catm4.com

Stay Alert and Practice Often!
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istory CornerH

“Probable cause, in plain view, consent, and voluntary 
cooperation” are terms that have worked their way 
into the modern American lexicon concerning the 
4th Amendment to the Constitution.  Most of what 
the average American knows was learned from novels 
and TV.  From where does my right of protection from 
illegal search and seizure come? What do they mean?  
What are my rights when an agent of the state comes 
to my door or stops my car or me in the street?

Protection from illegal search and seizure original-
ly stems from Roman law.  The Roman state need-
ed cause to issue a warrant to search property.  That 
warrant needed to be specific as to what was to be 
searched for and the search had to be done in front of 
witnesses.  General search warrants were not allowed.  
That value found its way into English Common Law.  
“Every man’s house is his castle.” Semayne.  A citizen, 
no matter how common, was protected from unrea-
sonable searches and seizures.   The British Govern-
ment, under King George II and III later ignored that 
precedent and issued Writs of Assistance, essentially 
general search warrants that lasted the lifetime of the 
King!  That is why Thomas Jefferson wrote that pro-
tection from the state was precedent in English Law 
but more importantly was ‘natural and inherent’.  The 
Framers agreed.  Your protection from the government 
entering your property, stopping you in your vehicle 

or you in the street is guaranteed 
by the Constitution. But, let us not 
forget that the Fourth Amendment 
also codifies the right of the state, 
with notice, to enter and conduct 
reasonable specific searches.  Over 
the lifetime of our nation the Su-
preme Court has clarified the bal-
ance between individual rights and 
public safety.  Can the police search 
my home without a warrant?  YES, 
under certain circumstances! 

“Do you mind if we come in and take a look around?”  
If you answer yes you have just given consent to search.  
Also, if the police spot something illegal ‘in plain view’, 
they may conduct a search of your property.  Do not 
forget the definition of probable cause.  The police 
must have sufficient reason to believe that a crime has 
been committed based, on known facts, to conduct a 

reasonable search.  Probable cause includes your ve-
hicle.  This protects the polices’ ability to enforce the 
law when known criminal activity is or has taken place 
while protecting law abiding citizens from abuse.

The 4th Amendment and the personal rights it secures 
have a long history. At the very core stands the right of a 
man to retreat into his own home and there be free from 
unreasonable governmental intrusion.
Potter Stewart

     Vindex

4th Amendment
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Hand-to-hand

Criminals prefer anonymity. In hearing this most 
people immediately think of dimly lit parking ga-

rages and deserted alleys. However, many assaults occur 
in crowds because they provide distraction for you and 
for anyone who might otherwise be watching. Consid-
er a bar, club, concert, or public event such as Fourth of 
July fireworks. Someone could walk up, take you down 
with a hard shot, stomp you and take your wallet before 
anyone around really knew what happened.
Close quarters hand to hand combat leaves little room 
for kicks and punches. Swinging wildly at someone in a 
crowd is also a great way to accidentally injure an inno-
cent bystander.  For close range your best three options 
are headbutts, elbows, and knees. Done correctly these 
techniques are brutally devastating and require little 
space to perform.

The skull is one of the body’s hardest surfaces and 
makes an excellent striking tool. The basic headbutt is 
peformed by dropping your chin and driving the top of 
your head into the opponent’s face. Ideal targets are his 
nose or chin. 

The key points 
of the head-
butt are to dip your knees slightly and tuck your chin. 
If you come in with your head up you risk injuring 
yourself. If possible grab the opponent’s head or shoul-
ders to pull him forward into the strike. This will am-
plify the power of this strike.

There are many effective angles for attacking with the 
elbow. The simplest and most effective is the straight 
elbow strike because it operates on the same mechan-
ics as a basic straight punch.  With your hands up in 
a protective head shield posture twist your body and 
pivot on your back foot.  Bring your elbow straight 
into the opponent while keeping your lower arm par-
allel with the floor. 
Striking areas for the elbow include the temple, nose, 
eyesocket, chin/jaw, or throat. The power of the elbow 
strike makes it a high percentage fight stopper. In the 
sport of Muay Thai kickboxing the elbow strike scores 
more knockouts than any other upper body technique.

Brian Jones, PhD, is the head coach of the
Valhalla Academy in Frankfort, Kentucky, 
which specializes in grappling arts and offers 
self-defense, and defensive tactics for civilians, 
military, and law enforcement.

Close Range Striking

Headbutt

elbow
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Think of a knee as a shortened kick. The great advan-
tage of knee strikes is that during a confrontation the 
assailant will typically be focused almost exclusively on 
your head and arms. This allows the knee strike to slip 
in under his line of sight and concentration. 

Drive your rear knee forward using the power of your 
leg and hips. As the knee comes up think of moving 
your upper body slightly back so that you push the 
point of your knee forward like a spear. This provides 
much more power.  If possible, grab your opponent 
and pull him into the strike. This gives you additional 
balance and increases the power.  Lower body targets 
include the middle of the thigh and the groin. If he gets 
knocked down or bends over you can drive the knee 
into his stomach, solar plexus, or face. 

knee

www.SheepdogSociety.org

“Warriors Aren’t Born. They’re Made.”

We Offer Real-World, Live Training Events. 
For Info Go To:

www.ModernWarrior.org

In my book COUN-
T E R V I O L E N C E , 
I explain in much 
more detail that you 
have just survived a 
life-threatening sit-
uation and survived. 
However, there are 3 
battles you must sur-
vive to get your life 

back to normality. 

1. The Physical Battle
2. The Legal Battle
3. The Emotional Battle

YOU HAVE TO WIN ALL 3!

For more information on these and other aspects of sur-
viving a deadly encounter get a copy of my book COUN-
TERVIOLENCE, Your Guide To Surviving A Deadly En-
counter.
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Guns and Gear

If you live in “Communist” Ameri-
ca then the following information is 
just a pipe dream but for the rest of us 
living in “Free” America this might 
just make your day! When it comes 
to the AR platform, upgrade options 
are too numerous to count and now 
we are starting to see some serious 
upgrades to the magazine market 
as well. The AR is a great weapon…
providing you still have more bullets 
to put in it when you run out. Now 
we see that you might not run out as 
soon as you once did. 
One of my pet peeves is when I see 
students load a 30rd magazine with 
30rds. I find that it sticks with them 
more if I wait to tell them the secret 
about the illustrious 30rd magazine 
till they have a one fall to ground. It 
usually happens during a reload be-
cause, for whatever the reason, the 
bolt was forward and the magazine 
didn’t seat and therefore is now at 
the spot they once were. With 30rd 
magazines you load 30rds and kick 
out 2, giving you 28rds. The extra 
space available allows the follower 
to be pushed down and hence lock 
the magazine in the mag well when 
the bolt is forward. In essence, a 30rd 
magazine gives you 28rds. 

Now most would argue that that is 
more than enough for a gunfight. I 
say “BS!” I want as many bullets as I 
can get. Bullets equal Time and Time 
equals LIFE!

Thankfully we have a couple of new 
options available to us. Magpul has 
seen fit to develop a 40rd maga-
zine in the likeness of their famous 
30rd PMAG. It is the same material 

and quality but a little bit longer in 
length. Not a bad option for you. You 
still have the same seating problem 
so you actually get 38rds. Again, I’ll 
take every bullet I can get.

If your like me and want more then 
how about the X-15-S 50rd drum 

from X-Products. This Skeleton-
ized drum is one of, if not the, most 
compact and versatile 50 round 

drum ever produced for the AR-15 
in 5.56x45/.223 and 300 AAC Black-
out full length.  Designed and built 
primarily from aluminum and steel, 
the drum uses minimal plastics in its 
operating assembly to give it unpar-
alleled function, and rigidity. It truly 
gives you 50rds unlike the PMAG’s 
plus…it looks pretty damn cool too!

Not to be outdone, Surefire has its 
60rd magazine to throw into the 

mix. This magazine needs to be 
loaded with 58rds due to the same 
seating issue that the PMAG’s have. I 
have shot the Surefire 60rd magazine 
many times in my classes and have 
found that the follower and spring 
tend to get lop-sided during a course 
of fire causing “failure to feed” mal-
functions. They happen enough that 
I have stopped using them (sorry 
Surefire but it’s the truth). If you have 

Ammo Options
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one and it works fine for you consider yourself lucky! 
I have found that the 40rd PMAG’s are as reliable as 
the 30rd ones and I like that. As for the X-Products 
X-15-S (“S” stands for Skeletonized) it is as awesome as 
it looks. It should be for the $300 price tag they put on 
it. Surefire places their 60rd magazine around $160 and 
the Magpul PMAG-40 is a mere $20 bucks. So sexy has 
a price tag for sure. 
In my “Come And Take It” gun I run the X-15 as it 
is reliable and holds 50rds. In training events I like to 
work the PMAG 40’s in with the 30’s to give me some 
extra trigger time. As for the Surefire 60rd I let the stu-
dents run them to make up their own mind regarding 
its reliability. So, if you are looking to extend your time 
in the fight here are some more options for you to con-
sider.

Medical Corner

Dealing with the stress of having to defend yourself or 
the one’s you love from violent attacker/s is troublesome 
enough but now you look to find your beautiful 8 year 
old daughter has taken a stray round and has a gunshot 
wound to the left thigh. As you rush to be by her side 
you notice blood gushing through a hole in her jeans. 
Your first instinct is to put your hand over it and push 
down hard. (Place your gun on the ground next to you 
so its not in your hands when the police arrive but you 
can get to it quickly if more bad guys arrive and you are 
two hands deep in saving her life) Then you look for a 
belt or something to use as a tourniquet. Your belt will 
do…quickly you wrap it around her leg high onto the 
leg as possible and tighten it down like her life depend-
ed on that belt stopping her from bleeding out. NOW 
WHAT???

If you have you blowout kit near by you should have 
some compressed gauze. Take that our of the package 
and roll it out. Grab one end and use your finger to slow-

ly start packing it into her wound. As a former Paramed-
ic for a major metropolitan Fire Department I can tell 
you this in all honesty…you will cause her more pain! 
Suck it up buttercup and get to packing. Put it out of 
your mind and do it! She needs to stop loosing blood be-

cause you can’t put blood back in her. Your EMS system 
is not coming any time soon because shots were fired. 
The police are coming with their guns in their hands 
ready to shoot a bad guy. Make sure your gun is on the 
ground or in your holster (if you chose to holster it).
As you pack the wound be sure to really stick your fin-
ger as deep as you can into the wound. You are going to 
get bloody doing this so if this weren’t your daughter I’d 
put on the gloves in your blow out kit. Since this is your 
daughter get to packing that wound as fast and as deep 
as you can. You have to man up here and be about your 
business. This is not the time to get nervous or squea-
mish. Use one hand to pack to the wound and the other 
to hold the long strand on gauze straight so it feeds the 
packing hand without bunching up. Believe it or not you 
should be able to get the entire roll of compressed gauze 
into a gunshot wound in the thigh. Use it all!
Once it is packed then apply a compression bandage 
over it and get her ready to transport! Time is of the es-
sence here. She has to get to a hospital fast or she will 

Get Packin’
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Ladies Corner

Women face several challenges 
when it comes to concealed carry. 
The most significant challenge is the 
simple fact that, despite the growing 
number of women involved with de-
fensive shooting, the concealed car-
ry world is still strongly dominated 
by men. Men (and I “r” one) tend to 
forget about the differences between 
men and women.  As a result, the 
concealed carry world has not yet 
embraced these “different needs” of 
women who carry.

The differences are found in ward-
robe needs, body shape issues, 
physical size and even strength. Un-
derstanding how and when these 
attributes can make a difference in 
a woman’s ability to shoot a defen-

sive handgun effectively. Before a 
woman starts choosing a wardrobe, 
dealing with body shape and size, or 
even strength, she must first pick her 
weapon!  As she goes on the hunt 
for the “best concealed carry”, she 
will likely give it even more attention 
than she does that fabulous pair of 
Jimmy Choo shoes or Prada bag. Just 
as she considers looks, fit and com-
fort of either shoes or bags, she will 
consider the look, fit and comfort of 
her weapon.  So, let’s begin the jour-
ney.

Don’t get what everyone else has!

Women naturally expect reliability 
and efficiency in their shoes, hand-
bags, even in their significant others.  

Why should we expect any less of a 
woman when she chooses a hand-
gun? Now, I bet you would agree that 
the best concealed carry handgun for 
a woman is the snub-nose revolver. 
Right?  Wrong!!

You carry a gun as a tool to defend 
yourself or your loved ones should 
you need to do so. When you need 
to, YOU REALLY NEED TO! This 
means you need a gun that works. 
You need to have confidence that it 
will work EVERYTIME! So reliabil-
ity is paramount. A gun that doesn’t 
function is no longer a gun. It is an 

Shopping a Handgun 
for Your Woman

die! Blood loss can kill someone quick. As long as she is screaming she is still getting blood to her heart, lungs and brain. 
When she stops screaming and starts to close her eyes time is almost up. So be about your business and work fast. If 
you can load her up in a vehicle and start heading to the hospital and do all of this enroute then do it! Remember, you 
will need someone to drive while you are working the wound. Have someone else call the hospital and tell them you are 
coming so they can get the trauma team ready and operating room prepped.

As I have said before, get a blow out kit and put one in your car. You never know when you are going to need it and when 
you do you can’t have enough of it. I pray you never need to use this information but should you need it you have it.
Legally Concealed recommends H&H Medical Corporation’s PriMed Compressed Gauze. It is currently used by our 
military in overseas conflicts and has proved itself worthy there and to be carried here at home. (EJ Owens)

10 www.SheepdogSociety.org
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Figure 2

expensive and poorly designed strik-
ing tool. At this point, using a mar-
ble ashtray to hit them in the head 
would work just as well. Traditional-
ly, revolvers have an edge in the area 
of reliability.  This is quickly being 
overtaken by the modern semi-au-
tomatics.  The designers and man-
ufacturers of the semi-automatic 
have made incredible strides when it 
comes to reliability.  The confidence 
factor of “everytime” is greatly in-
creased by the semi-automatic when 
compared to the revolver. 

Let’s look at efficiency.  Efficiency in-
volves time, complexity and dexter-
ity.  Because of the smaller capacity 
of the revolver, the time between re-
loads is shorter with revolver. When 
you are ready to actually perform 
a reload, even when some type of 
speed loading device is utilized such 
as a speed loader or speed strip, the 
revolver reload is slower, more com-
plex and requires more manual dex-
terity.  The semi-automatic, with its 
increased capacity and simpler re-
load requirements, requires fewer 
and quicker-to-perform reloads.  In 
a gunfight, time is of the essence and 
it should be spent shooting, not re-
loading.  
Efficiency is paramount in the actual 
shooting of the handgun.  The longer 
the distance a finger must travel to 
activate or fire the handgun and then 

return to reset in order to fire, the 
more time it will take. The amount of 
pressure required to pull the trigger 
also impacts efficiency.  Most revolv-
ers require a great deal of pressure to 
pull the trigger and the distance that 
must be pulled is usually quite long 
when compared to other handgun 
types such as semi-automatic.  This 
increased pressure over a greater dis-
tance nearly always equates to a re-
duction in precision—and thus, less 
efficiency. 

Go for the T-C-S!
When women shop, they consider 
the designer, the fit, and the size, usu-
ally in this order.  Why should shop-
ping for a handgun be any different?  
Well, it shouldn’t, so let me explain.  
Women want designer clothing.  In 
a handgun, we equate “designer” as 
“type.”  We equate “fit” with “caliber” 
and we know “size” as “size.” So, let’s 
go find a handgun.

Type (AKA Designer)
You already know that for most 
women, most of the time, the small 
revolver probably isn’t the answer… 
even if it’s sold in pink! Color does 
not a designer make! Where we 

should look is in the next depart-
ment over—the modern striker-fired 
handgun (referred to by those in 
the know as the “MSF guns”). These 
semiautomatic handguns are reli-
able, simple to operate and efficient. 

Characteristics that a woman—or a 
man—needs for concealed carry. 

 There are three MSF guns that I rec-
ommend. In this order, they are the:

1. Glock
2. The S&W M&P Series
3. Springfield XD Series

These handguns have some serious 
advantages that make them very 
suitable for women—and men too!  
Let’s look at those advantages.  

Reliability—My choices of MSF 
guns require very little maintenance 
and they work under some of the 
most adverse conditions when oth-
ers would fail.  They are very reliable.

Simplicity—These choices are easy 
to operate.  They don’t have extra 
buttons and levers like de-cockers 
or manual safeties.  This means that 
when they are ready to shoot when 
you need them.  

Efficiency—Each weapon in the list 
has a relatively short and moderate 
trigger pull, which allows the trigger 
to be pressed easily and quickly help-
ing you make precision shots ending 
the gunfight quickly.

Recoil Management—The barrel of 
the MSF gun tends to sit closer to 
the top of the hand than it does in 
many other types of handguns. This 
barrel position results in a recoil that 
pushes directly into the hand and 
sends energy up the arm through 
the elbows and into the shoulders, 
ultimately allowing the whole body 
to absorb the recoil. A barrel low-
er in the hand forces the hand, arm 

11www.SheepdogSociety.org
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Figure 2

and shoulder to accept the recoil, of-
ten causing soreness and pain in the 
hours that follow. 

The MSF gun by Glock, the Smith & 
Wesson M&P Series and the Spring-
field XD Series offer the best combi-
nation of reliability and efficiency for 
most people most of the time and as 
a result are my top picks for a wom-
an’s concealed carry handgun.

Caliber (AKA Fit)

For my female students I typically 
recommend 9mm handguns, which 
happens to be the exact same caliber 
I recommend for my students that 
aren’t women.  Now here is where 
the caliber scientists start to take is-
sue and so, for the sake of my mental 
health after they read this, let me put 
it to you like this:

Capacity—Bullets = Time and 
Time = Life in a gunfight.

When we compare two identical-
ly sized handguns, a 9mm will hold 
more ammunition than that of the 
.40 or .45 simply because the car-
tridge is smaller. 

Tissue damage—It will kill you dead!

Recoil Management—It doesn’t get 

any better for a fight gun!

In the same sized gun, the 9mm is 
going to have less recoil than a .40 or 
.45.  This allows the shooter to fire 
more rounds in the same amount of 
time than with other “more power-
ful” calibers.

Wounding Capacity—I can shoot 
you more because I have more bul-
lets. This results in more shots on the 
threat in the same amount of time. 

9mm has many advantages over oth-
er calibers with the real trump card 
being its wounding capacity.  As a 
result of 9mm’s solid performance as 
a defensive handgun caliber it is my 
top pick for armed females to carry 
for defense.

Size (AKA Size)
Whether in a dress or shoe or in a 
handbag or handgun, size is where 
the rubber meets the road.  It is 
where the biggest differences come 
into play for men and women.  Any-
one that carries a concealed handgun 
needs to balance three important 
factors of their defensive handgun. 
These factors are:
 
1. Power (Reliability
 and Efficiency)
2. Recoil Management
3. Concealability

For most people, whether man or 
woman, the appropriate amount of 
power in a defensive handgun car-
tridge is going to be the 9mm. This 
leaves recoil management and con-
cealability as the remaining two fac-
tors that need to be balanced. These 
two attributes actually work against 

each other. A larger gun makes man-
aging recoil much easier due to the 

gun’s mass, however, the size makes 
the gun more difficult to conceal. 
On the other hand, the smaller (and 
therefore easier to conceal) handgun 
can be noticeably more difficult to 
shoot due to the increase recoil that 
is felt and must be dealt with during 
shooting.

Typically, my recommendation re-
garding the size of a concealed carry 
handgun is “compact.”  My prefer-
ences for “compact” include the: 

• Glock 19
• S&W M&P 9C
• Springfield XD(m) 
 9mm 3.8 Compact

These guns provide a good balance 
between recoil management and 
concealability for many women.  It 
should be noted that the Smith & 
Wesson and the Springfield guns 
are much more suited to fit smaller 
hands.  Many women have smaller 

12 www.SheepdogSociety.org
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hands than the typical male and this certainly needs to 
be considered.  As with shoes, your woman may need 
more than one handgun.  Factors beyond type, fit, and 
size that may necessitate your woman having a choice of 
handguns include the method of carry (purse or thigh for 
instance), type of dress (business slacks, yoga pants, or 
slinky evening gown), and location (small dinner party or 
large corporate kick-off party). Don’t be surprised when 
more than one handgun is discussed.  After all, in her 
closet what item can you find only one of?

Head to the Checkout
My concealed carry options for women are the single 
stack versions of MSF pistols. The two guns I personally 
recommend are:

   

                  

    S&W M&P Shield 9mm    Springfield XD-S 9mm

These guns are a bit smaller than the compact versions 
but most importantly they are thinner because the mag-

azine contains only a single row of cartridges instead of 
the typical two rows.  Although this brings the capacity 
down to around 7 to 9 rounds, it drastically improves 
the fit for people with smaller hands and increases the 
ability to conceal the handgun as well. Just remember to 
carry it!

When it comes to selecting the best concealed carry 
handgun, both men and women benefit from the reli-
able and efficient aspects of the modern striker fired 
handgun. Both the compact and the single stack 9mm 
MSF handguns fit the bill in that they are reliable, effi-
cient and relatively easy to conceal.  In addition, they are 
likely to fit the hands of the typical female shooter with 
great comfort giving a woman the same confidence she 
experiences in a great-fitting pair of heels.

“Warriors Aren’t Born. They’re Made.”

We Offer Real-World, Live Training Events. 
For Info Go To:

www.ModernWarrior.org
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Preparedness

Below are items that you should start with when getting 
started in preparing to store food items for a natural di-
saster.

Salt will be a great item to start with because not only can 
you flavor food with it, it can be used to treat sore throats 
by adding it to warm water and gargling. Salt and baking 
soda can make homemade toothpaste mixing equal parts 
and shaking.

Rice will give you calories for quickly energy aka sim-
ple sugar so if you’re hypoglycemic make sure to eat with 
protein. If stored properly can store for 20 + years. If you 
put rice at the bottom of your salt it will pull moisture 
out of the salt and absorb it. If you fill a sock or make a 
pillow you can fill in with rice and use as a heating pad 

or ice pack by either freezing in the 
freezer or heating in the microwave. 
You can also boil water and drop the 
bag/sock of rice in for a few min-
utes and wrap in a towel to use as a 
heating pad. Stash spices to go with 
the rice!!!! A few shakes of spice and 
plain rice becomes an interesting 
dish in the flavors of Cajun, Mexi-
can, Asian, Indian, Italian, Mediter-
ranean, etc.

Beans will provide you protein, fiber, and iron at a 
fraction of the cost of meat. Not only are beans edi-
ble but they are plantable. Remember there was a time 
seeds were more valuable than gold.

Powered milk makes an excellent source of calcium – 
25% with vitamin D which can be gotten from the sun 
for free. Powdered milk can be used in desert items 
like (instant or homemade) pudding. There are recipes 
out there on how to make cheese from powdered milk. 
In a natural disaster with no electric and running out 
of fuel to keep your refrigerator running you’ll want 
nonperishable foods to store and eat.

Starting To Store Food

Salt1.

Rice2.

beans3.

Powdered milk4.
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Depending on food allergies it can range from rice cere-
al, hot cereals like oatmeal, or wheat or corn cereals. It 
adds calories and varies nutrition depending on brand 
and type. I recommend getting several different types es-
pecially the brands your kids love.

Spinach, sweet potatoes, carrots, and pumpkin are all 
high in vitamin A. You can store others just make sure 
you are eating a balanced diet as much as it is possible. 
Think about soups, tuna and canned meat such as chick-
en and beef in your rotation.

This powder when combined with water gives you 100% 
vitamin C plus, 10% calcium, calories. You can get it rel-
atively cheap and roughly 75 containers would be a years 
supply for a family of five if you were having only one 
glass a day.

It adds calories but it will get the plumbing going if you 
are constipated. If you are a pasta lover it can be added 
to pasta with parsley and Parmesan cheese and be a tasty 
treat.

Doing a pound a day of rice and beans, 2 cups of 
powdered milk, a serving of cereal, a cup of Tang, 
and a tablespoon of olive oil will give you roughly 
1050 calories a day which is on target for a child 6 
or younger and coming up short for adult household 
members. To make up the difference in calories need 
you can add a can of tuna, chicken, or beef or 2 a day 
per adult. For me personally I eat about 1200 already, 
more on days I am really active.

There are too numerous to mention other items 
needed to truly survive but this is just to get you 
started. Getting started can seem a daunting task be-
cause there is SO MUCH out there to get and even 
more to do. You have to start somewhere!

cereal5.

Canned vegetables6.

tang7.

Olive oil8.
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